
Privacy Statement for Löylykontti Oy

1. Introduction

At Löylykontti Oy (3145066-1), we are committed to safeguarding
the privacy of our website visitors and service users. This
privacy statement explains how we collect, use, and protect your
personal data.

2. Data Collection & Use

When you engage with our services, we may collect the following
personal data from you:

● Name
● Email
● Phone number
● Address (if needed)

This data is collected through forms on our website and is used
to serve your needs and maintain our customer relationship.

3. Data Storage

We store this personal data on servers provided by our cloud
service provider. The data will be retained for as long as the
customer relationship is valid.

4. Data Sharing

Löylykontti Oy respects your privacy. We do not share the data
collected via our forms with any third parties, other than the
necessary data processing by our cloud service provider to store
and maintain your data.

5. User Rights & Requests

You can access your data by logging in and selecting "My
account" from the menu. If you wish to request, modify, or
delete your personal data, please send an email to



info@loylykontti.fi, and we will respond to your request
promptly.

6. Security Measures

Löylykontti Oy is dedicated to securing your personal data. We
utilize industry-standard security measures, including
encryption, secure servers, and firewalls, to protect against
unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure, or destruction of
your personal information.

7. Cookies & Tracking

Our website uses cookies to enhance user experience and gather
analytical insights. We use tools such as Google Tag Manager,
which in turn manages cookies for Google Ads and Google
Analytics. These cookies help us understand website traffic,
advertisement performance, and deliver a more personalized
browsing experience. You can adjust your browser settings to
decline cookies if you prefer.

8. Changes to this Privacy Statement

Löylykontti Oy reserves the right to modify this privacy
statement at any time. We recommend that you review it
regularly.

9. Contact

For any questions regarding this privacy statement or our data
practices, please contact us at info@loylykontti.fi.
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